
Fire sale in markets may not ease despite thinner 
data calendar

Week Ahead 26th – 30th September 2022

This week was jam-packed with monumental central bank decisions, with aggressive
interest rate tightening and direct market intervention driving some of the biggest moves
in FX markets this year. One way to look at recent market dynamics is a split between
West and East—in the West, the US Federal Reserve’s decision on Wednesday to hike
interest rates by 75bps for the third consecutive time (+300bps YTD) and suggest 125bps
more tightening this year in its dot plot fuelled a massive rally in the broad dollar at the
expense of the majority of currencies in the expanded majors basket. Compared to a
week ago, the dollar is now 2% stronger, and over the same period, we’ve seen the
Swedish Krona fall 4%, the Kiwi dollar fall 3%, and EUR, GBP, CAD, and AUD all depreciate
by more than 2% to trade at cycle lows. Even an 92bp increase in UK 5Y yields this week
following a hawkish BoE meeting and the UK’s latest fiscal announcement couldn’t stem
the slide in sterling, leading some bearish analysts to predict that the currency could
break through the weakest levels seen since the end of the Bretton Woods system and
perhaps even trade at parity with the dollar.

The effects of an intensely hawkish Fed are reverberating in the East 
as well, but the line in the sand that makes currency market dynamics 
in East Asia currencies so different is the willingness of regional central 

banks to directly intervene by spending FX reserves. 

For instance, hours after the Bank of Japan decided to maintain its ultra-loose monetary
policy of yield curve control, officials at the Japanese Ministry of Finance reported that
they had taken “decisive action” to stop the rapid drop in the yen, which saw USDJPY
nearly break the 146 handle before the intervention sparked a rally to 140. Although
Japan has deep FX reserves, valued at US$1.2tn, and open swap lines with the Fed, the
BoJ and MoF’s divergent policies are untenable; they might work in the near term, but
cannot be permanently maintained given that reserves are finite, and furthermore,
empirical research shows that the impact of currency intervention is merely temporary.
Intervention in FX markets isn’t just limited to Japan: Bank of Korea Governor Rhee
Chang-yong said on Thursday that the central bank’s next decision would be conditioned
on the impact that the Fed’s latest actions have on the won, while Korean Finance
Minister Choo Kyung-ho said Korea’s FX reserves could be used to stabilise the currency.
Chinese officials, meanwhile, have set the CNY fixing rate far below sell-side estimates
throughout the entirety of this week, a strong signal that the PBoC is displeased with the
weakness in the yuan.
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The constant barrage of central bank decisions last week, which also saw the Swiss
National Bank hike its policy rate by 75bps, overshadowed mounting geopolitical risk.
Russian President Vladimir Putin mobilised another 300,000 reserve troops and reiterated
his thinly-veiled nuclear threat, announcing that “we will certainly use all the means at our
disposal to protect Russia and our people,” and adding that “this is not a bluff.” The
escalation in geopolitical tensions in Eastern Europe has definitely kept sentiment on the
euro and CE-3 currencies suppressed.

With the economic calendar dying down, politics will set the tone for markets 
at the start of next week as traders return to their desks with the results of 

Italy’s election on Sunday. 

Although the franc depreciated in response to the latest SNB decision, we believe it has
the most to benefit from a fractious election outcome and a continued deterioration in
both geopolitical tensions and eurozone economic conditions. With the 10-year BTP-
bund spread already sitting close to 230bps, bond markets could also see the ECB’s new
Transmission Protection Instrument come into play, although this scenario is definitely a
tail risk. Outside of the Italian election, focus will remain on capital outflows from
European assets, specifically UK markets following Friday’s GBP freefall, along with
further intervention measures in Asia to offset the pain from a stronger dollar. In terms of
economic data, the latest interest rate decision from Banxico stands out, although we
don’t expect them to stop mirroring the pace of the Fed.

Italian election

The outcome of Italy’s upcoming election on Sunday is all but a given, with far-right
leader of the Brothers of Italy, Georgia Meloni, likely to take the helm as the country’s
next prime minister. If each party were striking it out on their own, the race would be
close. The Brothers of Italy are polling at 24.7% support, with the centre-left Democratic
party not far behind at 21.5%. Nevertheless, Meloni’s party has joined forces with the
League and former PM Silvio Berlusconi’s Forza Italia to form a right of centre coalition.
Together, the three parties are expected to take home 44.6% of the votes, while the
Democratic party failed despite their best efforts to convince other left of centre parties
to back them.

Both Meloni and the League’s populist leader, Matteo Salvini, are eurosceptics, but
despite her political origins in the neo-fascist Italian Social Movement, Meloni has
moderated her rhetoric over the course of her campaign.

Given that the right wing coalition is almost certain to form a 
government, the key risks for markets stem instead from the 

ideological divide within. 
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She aimed to project confidence and stability to international investors by stressing fiscal
prudence, supporting Ukraine, and promising to remain a part of NATO and the European
Union. Salvini, meanwhile, has long supported Vladimir Putin, and argued for large fiscal
measures that could cause an even larger blowout in the yield differential between BTPs
and German bunds, putting further pressure on the European Central Bank as it tries to
contain widening peripheral spreads. The combination of both leaders within the cabinet
suggests a more centrist balance of power, which is the reason why markets have yet to
show excessive concern over the fact that the coalition will very likely win the election.

Since the balance of power within the coalition is yet to be seen, the full market impact of
Sunday’s election will likely not be immediate. Instead, it will be based upon the political
agenda rather than the election outcome. In our base case, the coalition wins, the
Brothers of Italy take enough seats to push their agenda forward, and govern in a
moderate, market-friendly manner that should be relatively neutral for the euro. The risk
case, however, sees Salvini gather enough sway to cause an investor confidence crisis,
which would be bearish for the euro.

Italian election pollings shows Meloni’s right-wing coalition with a hefty lead

Calendar (all times BST)

Monday – 26/09

01:30 Japan Jibun Bank preliminary composite PMI for September (prev 49.4)
Manufacturing PMI (prev 51.5)
Services PMI (prev 49.5)

02:10 BoJ outright bond purchase for 1-3 years, 3-5 years, and 5-10 years 

08:00 ECB’s Vice President Luis de Guindos speaks at a dialogue organised by 
Asociación Española de Directivos (AED) in Madrid
ECB’s Governing Council member Joachim Nagel speaks at the Bundesbank

08:30 ECB’s Governing Council member Fabio Panetta speaks at the Bundesbank
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09:00 Germany IFO business climate survey for September (est 86.0, prev 88.5)
IFO current assessment (est 96.0, prev 97.5)
IFO expectations (est 78.0, prev 80.3)
SNB CHF sight deposits for September total (prev 754.5b) and domestic (prev
638.9b) 

09:30 Hong Kong trade balance for August (prev -HK$27.6bn)

10:00 OECD publishes interim economic outlook for the eurozone 

12:00 Mexico IGAE economic activity for July YoY (prev 1.56%) and MoM (prev -0.31%)

13:30 US Chicago Fed national activity index for August (prev 0.27)
Brazil current account balance for July (prev -$3506mn)

14:00 ECB’s President Lagarde speaks at the hearing before the Committee on 
Economic and Monetary Affairs (ECON) of the European Parliament in Brussels 

15:00 Boston Fed’s Susan Collins speaks at Boston Chamber of Commerce

15:30 US Dallas Fed manufacturing activity for September (est -8.0, prev -12.9)

21:00 Cleveland Fed’s Mester discusses economic outlook in an event hosted by MIT

Tuesday – 27/09

11:00 Riksbank’s Ingves speech

11:15 Fed’s Evans discusses economic outlook

12:00 ECB’s Governing Council member Francois Villeroy de Galhau speaks in Paris
Brazil central bank meeting minutes 
Mexico unemployment rate for August (prev 3.43%)
Mexico trade balance for August (est -5000.0mn, prev -5959.5mn)
BoE’s Chief Economist Huw Pill speaks on a panel at the CEPR Barclays 
Monetary Policy forum 2022 ‘Economic and Monetary Policy challenges  ahead’ 

Huw Pill will be the first MPC member to speak publicly on monetary policy since the
announcement of the UK budget on Friday, which saw the government support
household incomes further with a swathe of personal tax cuts. Markets now see a 75bp
hike from the BoE in November as its base case, with risks of a larger move rising by the
day. However, this is providing very little support for the pound which continues its
freefall as bond markets weep. If Pill’s speech is on the challenges for monetary policy
going forward, then the threat of more persistent inflation due to rising household
spending and an exodus of foreign investors in UK asset markets will need to make an
appearance.

12:30 ECB’s Governing Council member Fabio Panetta speaks in Paris

13:00 National Bank of Hungary announces base rate decision (est 12.63%, prev 11.75%)
Brazil IBGE inflation for September MoM (prev -0.73%) and YoY (prev 9.60%)

13:30 US preliminary durable goods orders for August (est 0.0%, prev -0.1%)
US preliminary durables ex transportation for August (est 0.3%, prev 0.2%)
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14:00 US S&P CoreLogic 20-city home price index for July MoM (est 0.30%, prev 0.44%) 
and YoY (prev 18.65%)

14:15 CB’s Vice President Luis de Guindos speech at Barclays/CEPR International 
Monetary Policy Forum in London

15:00 US Conference Board survey consumer confidence for September (est 104.0, 
prev 103.2)
Conference Board present situation (prev 145.4)
Conference Board expectations (prev 75.1)
Richmond Fed manufacturing index for September (prev -8)
US new home sales for August (est 500k, prev 511k) and MoM (est -2.2%, prev -
12.6%)

Wednesday – 28/09

01:35 San Francisco Fed President Mary Daly takes part in a virtual moderated Q&A at 
an Asian banking symposium in Singapore

02:30 Australia retail sales for August MoM (est 0.3%, prev 1.3%)

07:00 Norway retail sales including auto fuel for August MoM (prev -2.1%)
Sweden retail sales excluding fuel for August MoM (prev -0.6%) and WDA YoY 
(prev -3.9%)
Riksbank’s Jansson speech

08:15 ECB’s President Christine Lagarde speaks at Frankfurt Forum on US-European 
GeoEconomics

12:00 US MBA mortgage applications for the week of September 23 (prev 3.8%)

13:30 US preliminary durable goods orders for August (est 0%, prev -0.1%)
US retail inventories for August MoM (prev 1.1%)

18:30 Brazil total federal debt for August release (prev 5804b)

19:00 BoE’s Swati Dhingra chairing a panel with Charles Evans, President of the 
Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago at the London School of Economics 

External MPC member Swati Dhingra was the only policymaker to vote in favour of a
25bp hike this week. Given her placement as the most dovish member of the MPC at this
point in time, her comments will likely be examined heavily by markets. Should she start
to sound more hawkish in her communications, it will likely signify a broader-based shift
in the MPC consensus.

Thursday – 29/09

00:50 Japan buying foreign bonds (prev JPY -140.7t) and foreign buying Japan bonds 
(prev JPY -2570.5b) for September

01:00 New Zealand ANZ activity outlook for September (prev -4.0)
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02:30 Australia job vacancies for August QoQ (prev 13.8%)

07:30 Norges Bank Q4 borrowing plan

08:00 National Bank of Hungary announces one-week deposit rate decision (prev
11.75%)
ECB’s Executive Board member Fabio Panetta gives introductory statement at 
hearing before Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs (ECON) of the 
European Parliament in Brussels

08:30 Publication of Riksbank minutes from September monetary policy meeting

On Tuesday, the Riksbank Executive Board raised the policy rate by 100 basis points to
1.75%, a move that exceeded expectations. The first four words of the policy statement
explained the need for the aggressive rate hike; “inflation is too high”. However, the shock
decision failed to stimulate a sustained SEK rally, largely due to the projected policy path
suggesting that the bulk of the Riksbank’s hiking cycle has now been conducted. Most
sell-side analysts aren’t convinced that this is the case, and neither are markets.
Overnight index swaps are currently pricing a further 36bp hike at November’s meeting,
which could rise further should next week’s minutes show hawkish preferences by most
members.

09:00 ECB’s Governing Council member Olli Rehn speaks on euro-area economic 
outlook and the monetary policy for the euro area at a Bank of Finland news 
conference in Helsinki 

09:30 UK net consumer credit (prev 1.4b) and consumer credit YoY (prev 6.9%) for 
August

12:00 Brazil FGV inflation IGPM for September MoM (prev -0.70%) and YoY (prev 8.59%)

13:00 Germany preliminary CPI for September MoM (prev 0.3%) and YoY (est 8.9%, 
prev 7.9%)
Bank of England policymaker Andrew Hauser speaks at the MNI Connect event 
on “the Bank of England’s balance sheet”

Gilt markets threw a tantrum this week, with the 2-year rising close to 4% in the aftermath
of the mini-budget. The excessive move in UK bonds raised questions about the level of
liquidity within that market, especially after the Bank of England announced on Thursday
that it would start actively selling its holdings from October 3rd. Given this backdrop, the
headlines from Hauser’s discussion with MNI will garner more attention than usual.

13:30 US initial jobless claims for the week of September 24 (prev 213k)
US personal consumption for Q2 (prev 1.5%)
US GDP annualised for Q2 QoQ (prev -0.6%)
US GDP price index (est 8.9%, prev 8.9%)
Canada GDP growth for July MoM (est -0.1%, prev 0.1%) and YoY (est 4.2%, prev
4.7%)
Canada payroll employment change - SEPH for July (prev 114.6k)

18:00 ECB Chief Economist Philip Lane joins policy panel at the "Inflation: Drivers and 
Dynamics 2022" conference sponsored by the Federal Reserve Bank of 
Cleveland’s Center for Inflation Research
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19:00 Banxico announces overnight rate decision (est 9.25%, prev 8.5%)

Banxico are expected to follow in the Fed’s footsteps and hike rates by 75bps to 9.25% on
Thursday. While this is enough of an argument in itself given Banxico’s sensitivity to US
rates in order to prevent further imported inflation pressures, domestic factors remain
supportive of a continuation in the hiking cycle. Mainly, CPI for the first two weeks of
September came in a 8.76% YoY, above expectations of 8.71%.

21:45 San Francisco Fed’s President Mary Daly gives keynote speech at Boise Steve 
University

TBA Brazil Central Government budget balance for August (prev 19.3b)

Friday – 30/09

TBA China Current Account Balance for Q2 (prev $80.2b)
Mexico budget balance y-t-d for August (prev -254.2b)

00:30 Japan jobless rate (est 2.5%, prev 2.6%) and job-to-applicant ratio (est 1.30, prev
1.29) for August

00:50 Japan retail sales for August MoM (est 0.2%, prev 0.8%) and YoY (est 2.7%, prev
2.4%)
Japan industrial production preliminary data for August MoM (est -0.2% and prev
0.8%) and YoY (est 1.8%, prev -2.0%)

02:30 Australia private sector credit for August MoM (prev 0.7%) and YoY (prev 9.1%) 
China composite PMI for September (prev 51.7)
China manufacturing PMI for September (est 49.4, prev 49.4)
China non-manufacturing PMI for September (est 52.6, prev 52.6)

China’s latest PMIs are expected to show the recovery struggling to pick up pace. This
will unlikely alleviate pressure on the PBoC, which is aggressively pushing back on CNY
depreciation daily. A substantial slip in the activity measures will undoubtedly raise
speculation over further monetary easing, placing more pressure on the yuan.

05:30 India RBI repurchase rate (est 5.75%, prev 5.40%) and cash reserve ratio (4.50%, 
prev 4.50%) decision 

07:00 UK GDP for Q2 QoQ (est -0.1%, prev -0.1%) and YoY (2.9%)
UK current account balance for Q2 (prev -51.7b)
UK private consumption for Q2 QoQ (prev -0.2%) 

07:30 Switzerland retail sales real for August YoY (prev 2.6%)

07:45 France preliminary CPI for September MoM (prev 0.5%) and YoY (est 6.0%, prev
5.9%)
France consumer spending for August MoM (prev -0.8%) and YoY (prev -4.3%)

09:00 Poland preliminary CPI for August MoM (prev 0.8%) and YoY (est 16.5%, prev
16.1%)
Norway unemployment rate for September (prev 1.6%)
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09:30 Hong Kong retail sales for August in value (prev 4.1%) and in volume (prev 1.0%)

10:00 Eurozone unemployment rate for August (est 6.6%, prev 6.6%)
Eurozone preliminary EU Harmonised CPI for September MoM (prev 0.8%) and 
estimate YoY (prev 9.1%)

11:00 Riksbank Jansson speaks on inflation and wage formation 

13:00 Brazil national unemployment rate for August (prev 9.1%)

13:30 Brazil net debt as a share of GDP for August (prev 57.3%)
Brazil budget balance for August, nominal (prev -22.5b) and primary (prev 20.4b)
US personal spending for August (est 0.2%, prev 0.1%)
US PCE deflator for August MoM (est 0.1%, prev -0.1%) and YoY (est 6.0%, prev
6.3%)
US core PCE deflator for August MoM (est 0.5%, prev 0.1%) and YoY (est 4.8%, 
prev 4.6%)

14:00 Fed’s Vice Chair Lael Brainard makes opening remarks at a conference hosted 
by the New York Fed on how monetary policy affects financial vulnerabilities

16:30 ECB’s Executive Board member Isabel Schnabel joins panel `Fight against 
inflation' at La Toja Forum 2022 in Pontevedra, Spain

21:15 New York Fed President John Williams makes closing remarks at a conference 
hosted by his bank on how monetary policy affects financial vulnerabilities
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